
 
 

Business cycle  

Every process of selling on/off line requires you to implement different steps, phases or touch points 
where you interact with your client in order to provide customer satisfaction that generates branding. 
Let me explain the steps through a hotel reservation system. 
 
The first step is they have to get to know you, so you have to create awareness you exist. Take 
for example the case of booking.com, every time you need a hotel you think first of them or in any 
other similar service. 
 
The second step is you present the product/service to induce to take action, list of hotels 
available, prices, categories, so you present your choices. 
 
The third step is you enable the purchase guiding the client to an online payment system via 
credit/debit card or wire transfer. 
 
The four step is you execute delivery meaning if you book a hotel you go to the hotel, if it is a 
package the package is delivered to the client. 
  
The fifth step is quality of service, in booking.com they request the feedback of the experience, 
your feedback goes online so other potential guest can make their decisions based on your 
comment. You have to articulate a way to evaluate the quality of your service in a permanent way, 
phone call, email or even in person if needed. 
 
Gamification: 
Gamification means the use of game elements in non context games. 
Again, we can see the example how booking.com uses these elements: 
 
Tasks: 
1. Open in your browser http:booking.com and look for any city you like and observe what the 
system does.  
You can organize the hotels by score, distance, review, that is a game concept. Self determination 
theory that you are in control. 
They give you the city rate of occupancy to create confidence or to trigger the sale. 
They pop up windows with extra information to induce the purchase.  
 
This is the game narrative used to make the call for action. Most of the times they connect this with 
the Scarcity concept, “3 rooms available, 10 people looking now” 
They provide all kind of extra information; questions you will place if you are going to visit for the 
first time Paris. So think about your client what kind of question s/he could place? 
 
2. Design the customer experience of your product, be inspired by booking.com or any other 
platform like amazon.com 
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